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OMBUDSMAN
LAUNCHES HIS
ANNUAL REPORT
FOR 2010
The Ombudsman,
Mr. Brian Martin, launched
his Annual Report for 2010
to guests at a function
held on 20th May 2011
in Johannesburg. The
function was well attended by
the insurance industry and
media representatives. It
has become customary for
the Annual Report to feature
a diﬀerent theme each year
and household contents
insurance was chosen as
the theme for the 2010
Report.
The Oﬃce of the
Ombudsman received
11 902 complaints in
2010 and recovered a
monetary amount of
R130 923 682 on behalf
of Complainants. A few
case studies, statistics,
ﬁnancial statements and
much more information
has been included in the
Report. The complete Annual Report is
available on the Ombudsman’s website:
www.osti.co.za.
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AUTO AND GENERAL
TAKES TOP HONOURS
BY WINNING THE
ISABEL JONES AWARD
FOR 2010
At the launch of the 2010 Annual Report, the
Ombudsman announced the winner and
runners ups of its prestigious Isabel Jones
Ukusizana Award. Auto and General took top
honours followed by Standard Insurance and
in third place Relyant Insurance
Company. Auto and General received the
“ﬂoating trophy”, an exquisite bronze
sculpture which was speciﬁcally
commissioned by top artist Sarah Richards,
together with a certiﬁcate of achievement.
Berna Hattingh of Centriq Insurance Company received a
Certiﬁcate of Achievement in recognition of her individual
commitment to service excellence in dealing with
complaints received from the Ombudsman’s oﬃce.
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OMBUDSMAN’S ADVICE:
CASE STUDIES

CONCRETE BLOCK WALL VALUES
The Insured owned a property situated in Plettenberg
Bay and ﬁled a claim against his Insurer for damage to
a concrete block retaining wall which was damaged
“by a landslide caused by excessive rain over a
four day period”. The wall in question had
been constructed by a company specializing
in the construction of retaining walls. The
wall was known as a “terraced
embankment” and the Insured maintained
that the wall had been constructed in
accordance with the architectural rules
applicable to the estate where his residence was
situated. The wall did not require an engineer’s
certiﬁcate from either the Home Owner’s Association
or the local authority, but the input of the consulting
engineer responsible for the construction of the
Insured’s house was obtained during the construction
of the wall.
The Insurer declined liability for the Insured’s claim on
the grounds that “the wall was not built to acceptable
standards with respect to stability, drainage and
compaction”. The Insurer stated further that in
relation to substance, its policy provided that there
was no cover for damage caused by “normal
settlement, shrinkage or expansion of the soil
supporting the structures, or the poor compaction of
soil used to ﬁll areas under paving and ﬂoors”. More
speciﬁcally, the policy provided that there was no
cover for “damage to retaining walls unless they are
designed and constructed according to structural
engineering speciﬁcations”.
The Insured’s response to the Insurer’s rejection was
that the wall had been damaged by a landslide which
was a covered peril and that the wall was never
intended to be designed or constructed according to
structural engineering speciﬁcations “as it is a
terraced embankment and was compliant with local
municipal regulations”.
Reports were obtained from both the Insured and the
Insurer from a number of consulting engineers and
experts with the consulting engineers engaged by the
Insurer concluding that wall had collapsed due to
“poor compaction and lack of geo-textile behind the
wall” which caused the backﬁll to wash away under
wet conditions”. The situation was aggravated by the
installation of a sprinkler system at every tier of the
wall.
When no resolution to the matter could be obtained,
the dispute was referred to the Ombudsman by the
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Insured. After the issues were canvassed and
ventilated in great depth by both the Insured and the
Insurer but with no resolution being achieved, the
Ombudsman was required to make a formal
determination of the Insured’s complaint.
The Ombudsman, in addition to having
regard to the reports of the various experts
also examined an installation manual
published by the Concrete Manufacturer’s
Association in relation to concrete retaining
block walls. From the manual it was clear that
“the layout of curves and corners for CRB walls
requires planning by both the design engineer and
contractor and that the input of a consulting engineer
was considered, if not mandatory, to at least be highly
desirable”. The construction manual also speciﬁed
that “an engineer’s certiﬁcate of completion be
provided upon completion of the work”. It also
provided that a consulting engineer should approve
founding conditions prior to casting of concrete and
that unless otherwise agreed with the engineer, the
contractor was to supply the engineer with results of
compaction tests and when applicable, percentage
stabilisation tests on the backﬁll.
The Insurer also obtained the opinion of a Professional
Technical Engineer with extensive experience in the
construction of concrete block retaining walls who
cautioned that “many contractors see these structures
as a landscaping solution and do not understand the
geo-technical soil mechanics is the factor that any
engineer considers when designing these concrete
retaining block walls”. The expert also considered the
provisions of the National Building Regulations to be
applicable.
The Ombudsman held that the onus rested upon the
Insured of establishing that a peril covered by the
policy had operated and that he had suﬀered loss or
damages as a result thereof. On the other hand, the
Insurer, if it relied upon the terms of an exception as
the basis for voiding liability for the Insured’s claim
have the onus of establishing that the loss fell within
the ambit of the exclusion. The Ombudsman found
that the loss indeed fell within the ambit of the
exclusion relied upon by the Insurer and that the
various reports obtained highlighted a number of
shortcomings in the design and method of
construction of the wall. The installation manual of
the Concrete Manufacturer’s Association emphasised
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OMBUDSMAN’S ADVICE:
CASE STUDIES

CONCRETE BLOCK WALL VALUES (CONTINUED)
the importance of correct design parameters and
tolerances as well as the importance of compaction
and backﬁll. The very factors recorded in the manual
as being the most common causes of failure of
concrete retaining block walls appear to have arisen in
this instance, including inadequate storm water
drainage, compaction and external stability which
were not taken into account.
The Ombudsman favored the views expressed by the
consulting engineers engaged by the Insurer who
concluded that “had the wall been correctly designed
it should have stood up during the heavy rains”. The
policy provisions also made it clear that the Insurer
would not be liable for damage to retaining walls
unless the wall was designed and constructed
according to structural engineering speciﬁcations.
The clause relied upon by the Insurer did not
necessarily imply that the wall must have been

designed by a consulting engineer, or constructed
under the supervision of a consulting engineer, but at
the very least, the wall must have been designed and
subsequently constructed, following structural
engineering speciﬁcations. This requirement had not
been complied with and the wall had also not been
constructed in accordance with the National Building
Regulations. The Insurer was free to determine the
scope of the cover that it was prepared to provide as
well as the conditions applicable to its assumption of
risk and on the available facts it was clear that the
wall in question had not met the requirements
stipulated by the policy.
The Ombudsman was satisﬁed that the wall suﬀered
from serious defects in its design and construction
and the Insurer’s rejection of liability was upheld as
being both factually and legally sound.

TRUCK DRIVERS RESTING PERIODS
The Insured received a phone call in the early
morning hours and was informed that one
of his trucks, that was insured under a
commercial policy, overturned on the N3
and the driver of the vehicle was killed on
impact.
The Insured submitted a claim for the
damage to the truck which came to an amount
of more than one million Rand. The Insurer later
rejected the claim due to the fact that the driver of
the vehicle did not adhere to the resting periods as
stipulated in the contract of insurance.
The contract read as follows:
“Driver Rest Periods (Applies where drivers
require PrDPs)
Drivers must observe the following minimum rest
periods:
1. One hour break in any 12 hour period
2. A five hour continuous rest period in any 24 hours
3. 24 hour break from driving in any 7 day period
The onus is on the Insured to maintain records which will
establish that these conditions have been adhered to.”
In order to maintain records that the drivers did
adhere to these conditions the Insured had a
sophisticated tracking device installed into the
vehicle. During the investigation of the claim it came
to light that the driver did not have a continuous
5 hour rest period in the 24 hours prior to the
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accident. The records have also shown that in the
month prior to the accident the driver of the
truck did not adhere to the resting periods
on more than 2 occasions. In these
circumstances the Insured did not take
further action against the driver and justiﬁed
this behaviour by arguing that there was no
place at the Durban Harbour where the
drivers could stop to rest.
The driver was alone in the truck when the accident
occurred. There were no eyewitnesses or other
vehicles involved in the accident. All that was found
at the scene was that the vehicle had veered oﬀ the
road, went up an embankment and overturned. There
was therefore no proof that the non-compliance with
the resting periods was not material to the way in
which the accident occurred.
Although the Insured did take the necessary steps to
monitor the resting periods, he also tolerated drivers
not adhering to these conditions of cover. His
reasons for this were not acceptable and alternative
arrangements should have been made in order to
ensure that the drivers did adhere to the terms and
conditions of the contract at all times.
The Ombudsman ruled that the Insurer was in this
circumstance not liable for the loss and that the
rejection of the claim was justiﬁed.
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OMBUDSMAN’S ADVICE:
CASE STUDIES

THE DANGERS OF MR MIN
The insured employed a domestic worker and
furnished her with a product known as
“Mr Min” and instructed her to clean the
household using this product. The precise
terms of the instructions given to the
domestic worker were in dispute but the
insured’s domestic worker was entrusted
with the general task of cleaning objects
situated in the insured’s residence with
the assistance of “Mr Min”.
The insured owned a large number of
artworks. In the course of cleaning, the domestic
worker applied Mr Min to an oil painting owned by
the insured which caused extensive damage to the
painting itself.
The insured ﬁled a claim against his insurer for the
loss of the artwork but the insurer rejected liability
relying upon an exclusion in the policy exempting the
insurer from liability for “loss of or damage to the
insured property caused by ……. any process of
cleaning, dying, bleaching, altering, repairing or
renovating”.
The insured contended that the loss arose not from
an act of cleaning but accidentally. When the matter
could not be resolved with the insurer, the insured
ﬁled a complaint with the Ombudsman.
The Ombudsman, after viewing the available facts
and speciﬁc terms of the policy found that there was
no evidence that the domestic worker had applied
Mr Min to the artwork accidentally; on the contrary,
the product in question, which on its container was
described as being suitable for use on “painted
surfaces” was deliberately applied to the artwork by
the domestic worker with the intention on her part

of cleaning the artwork by this process. The
Ombudsman was of the view that the terms
of the exclusion relied upon by the insurer
were clear and unambiguous in their
meaning. Of particular signiﬁcance was
the use of the word “any” in the
exclusionary clause and it appeared that
the intention of the parties was that the
insurer would not be liable for loss arising
from any of the excluded perils which
included “any process of cleaning”. The
reason why the product in question had been
applied to the artwork was clearly the anticipation
on the part of the domestic worker that the artwork
would, in the process, be cleaned. The exclusion
contained in the policy had to be interpreted against
the background of the cover provided by the policy as
a whole. The cover provided by the indemnity clause
was clearly restricted to loss or damage arising from
accidental physical means and in this context the
damage must be unintended, unexpected and
accidental. The act of cleaning the artwork with
Mr Min was clearly an intentional and not an
accidental act and the exclusion relied upon by the
insurer was wide enough in its ambit to encompass
any loss or damage arising directly or indirectly from
any process of cleaning.
The purpose of these exclusions appear to the
Ombudsman to have been to exclude liability on the
part of the insurer for loss or damage which arose
from human intervention with the artwork itself. In
the circumstances the Ombudsman found that the
insurer had discharged the onus of establishing that
the loss fell within the ambit of the exclusion relied
upon and the insurer’s rejection of liability was
upheld.

AT THE OFFICE
Joanne Sergel

Secretary to Assistant
Ombudsman, Adriaan Lombard
Joanne started her working career at Telkom.
She later changed direction and has worked as
a personal assistant for the last 6 years. She
loves to spoil her family and friends with good
food.
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LET’S HEAR IT FOR OSTI
What a few of our complainants have had to
say about OSTI recently:
Thanks a million for your valuable and professional service
you provided. I cannot believe that I will have my car back
fixed after 9 months. Your contribution and dedication in
ensuring customer satisfaction is highly appreciated, you
have done an excellent job. At last, justice has been done on
my claim.
..............
Your contribution and dedication in ensuring customer
satisfaction is highly appreciated, you have done an excellent
job.
..............
I cannot tell you how happy I am. The ombudsman has really
assisted me so much.
..............
I would like to thank you for your formidable work in going the
extra mile in helping ordinary citizens in our country, really I’m
short of words.
..............
I would hereby like to thank you and all people involved for
the great support you rendered me with my problem I had
and do appreciate your professional manner.

WHAT DOES THE OMBUDSMAN DO? ................................................ Copyright
The Ombudsman for Short-Term Insurance resolves disputes between Insurers and consumers in
an independent, impartial, cost-eﬀective, eﬃcient, informal and fair way.
The Ombudsman is appointed to serve the interests of the insuring public and the short-term
Insurance Industry. The Ombudsman acts independently of the Insurance Industry in all
complaints. All members of the South African Insurance Association conducting personal lines
and commercial lines business have voluntarily agreed to accept the Ombudsman’s formal
recommendations.
If you want to lodge a complaint or require assistance please contact the Ombudsman’s Oﬃce by
calling 0860 726 890 or visiting our website at www.osti.co.za where application forms can be
downloaded.

Copyright subsists in
this newsletter. No
part of the newsletter
may be reproduced,
transmitted or
downloaded in any
form or by any means,
without the
permission of The
Ombudsman for
Short-Term Insurance

CONTACT US
If you would like to be added to our mailing list, please contact us on:
Tel: 011 726-8900 Fax: 011 726-5501 or email: info@osti.co.za
For more information on our activities, please visit our website at www.osti.co.za.
We welcome any feedback or comments you may have.
Our new address:
Sunnyside Oﬃce Park
5th Floor, Building D
32 Princess of Wales Terrace
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